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SQWG3 Monthly Status Report August 2015 

(August 1 – August 31) 
 

WP1000: General Activities (Lead: IUP) 
WP 
No. 

WP Title Lead Status Required 
inputs 

Foreseen 
risks 

Remarks 

1100 Management IUP ongoing       

1200 Publications IUP ongoing       

1300 SCIAMACHY Product Handbook 
maintenance 

IUP closed for the current version     See Minutes SQWG3-
PM2 

1400 Recommendations for long-term 
activities 

IUP not started yet       
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WP2000: L1 Activities (Lead: SRON) 
WP 
No. 

WP Title Lead Status Required 
inputs 

Foreseen 
risks 

Remarks 

2110 Check impact of L1 on specific L2 
products 

SRON CO scientific product outliers traced 
back to dark/background correction 
of SDMF V3.2 data, as fall back 
SDMF V3.0 data are proposed. 

     

2120 Investigate/improve ESM diffuser 
solar reference spectra 

SRON ESM diffuser correction runs well in 
SRON prototype. Feedback from 
WP2140/2150 is included, feedback 
back to WP2140 expected due to 
significantly improved (relative) ESM 
diffuser calibration. Documentation 
pending. 

     

2130 Time dependent spectral slit 
function ch 8 

SRON Time variable slit function yields CO 
results with smaller fit residuals but 
lower quality of CO columns 
compared to the SRON in-house CO 
algorithm. The in-house (static) slit 
function has already been described 
in literature and will be provided to 
SQWG. Documentation pending  

     L2 scientists 
recommend: do not use 
time-variable slit 
function 

2140 Investigate/improve degradation 
correction 

SRON Consistency check nearly 
completed, some minor differences 
still unexplained. Time permitting, 
an update of the contamination 
data will be made based on the 
improved ESM diffuser (WP 2120) 
results. Documentation in progress. 

     

2150 Investigate/improve polarisation 
key data 

IUP new keydata to be checked 
 

keydata 
(SRON) 

   

2160 Individual pixel characterization for 
DBPM characterization 

SRON Final delivery pending.       

2170 Non-linearity correction for ch. 2  SRON Documentation pending.     only documentation 
required; shifted to 2015 

2180 Investigate/improve absolute 
radiometric calibration of ASM 

IUP not to be implemented. WP closed      
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diffuser 

2210 Investigate/improve and 
consolidate L1 errors 

DLR-IMF not started       

2220 Investigate/improve dark 
correction 

SRON new version SDMF V3.2 dark 
correction is of lower quality than 
V3.0 due to occasional outliers in CO 
validation run. Investigation 
ongoing. SDMF V3.0 dark exists as 
fallback and will be delivered for 
DLR for testing 

Awaiting 
feedback from 
DLR on SDMF 
databases.  

    

2230 Test degradation correction SRON L1V8 data tested improvement over 
V7, still room for more 
improvement. Documentation 
pending. 

    

2240 Investigate/improve spectral 
calibration ch 6+ 

DLR-IMF not started yet. The code already 
exists. 

      

2250 Investigate/improve spectral 
calibration ch 8 

SRON new calibration parameters ready 
for delivery, final formatting and 
documentation in progress 

      

2260 Investigate/improve polarisation 
determination and correction 

IUP Work in progress; proposal for new 
limb UV polarisation algorithm sent 
to SQWG for discussion 

   

2270 Investigate/improve pointing IUP New mispointing parameters fitted, 
documentation ongoing. 

   

2280 Support of L1 Working Group SRON ongoing    
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WP3000: L2 Activities (Lead: IUP) 

WP 
No. 

WP Title Lead Status Required 
inputs 

Foreseen 
risks 

Remarks 

3110 Documentation and improvement 
of error calculation 

DLR-IMF not started yet       

3120 Limb aerosols IUP new PhD student started work     scientific product 

3130 Improve O3 total column BIRA Product based L1V8 seems to be of 
good quality. Validation has to 
confirm this 

Reprocessed 
L1 data 

 None Quality check of the 

product after L1 updates 

3140 Tropospheric NO2  IUP NO2 results iterated with IUP, WP 
closed 

     See Minutes SQWG-3 
PM2 

3150 Maintenance of scientific reference 
products 

IUP ongoing       

3210 Improve limb cloud flagging IUP Optimisation studies regarding 
detailed settings ongoing 

      

3220 Tropospheric O3 from Limb-Nadir 
matching 

IUP Optimised processing, processing 
time reduced from 6 month to 3 
weeks for L2 profiles based on L1 V7.  

 L2 profiles 
based on L1 V8 

 To be 
defined 

scientific product 

3230 Feasibility study of Limb water 
vapour product 

IUP algorithm exists; large 
computational effort; work on 
further optimisations ongoing 

    feasibility only; possibly 
scientific product 

3240 Tropospheric BrO BIRA Bug found in a way DLR calculated 
climatological BrOSTRAT profiles. Due 
to the very sparsely filled LUT (more 
than 90% of non-valid data), an 
interpolation routine specifically 

  None   
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tailored for the LUT had to be 
created. Some minor retrieval 
settings are harmonized (CF cut-off; 
AMFCLEAR for pixels with small CFs; 
filtering out of pixels with 
AMFCLEAR

TROP <0.5 due to low 
sensitivity) 

3250 Nadir IO IUP first algorithm exists, further 
optimisations needed 

      

3260 Link SCIAMACHY time series to 
follow-on sensors 

IUP not started yet       
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WP4000: Baseline Activities (Lead: DLR-IMF) 

Differences from the last report are indicated in green 

SQWG-3 Monthly Reports and the minutes of the progress meeting can be found at: 

http://www.iup.uni-bremen.de/~qwg/SQWG3/ 

WP 
No. 

WP Title Lead Status Required 
inputs 

Foreseen 
risks 

Remarks 

4100 Algorithm Baseline Maintenance 
and Evolution 

DLR-IMF ongoing, FAT: Preparation of 
installation at D-PAC 

      

4200 L1 products maintenance DLR-IMF Processed the data that failed at D-
PAC due to lack of memory 

      

4300 L2 products maintenance DLR-IMF Fixed Limb error calculation, tested 
calculation and prepared FAT 

      

4400 Review of documentation IUP not started yet       

4500 Verification of L1 and L2 data sets DLR-IMF L2 VRP update started (Results NO2 
trop.) 

reprocessed 
data sets 

    

4600 Summary of L1 and L2 baseline 
status 

DLR-IMF L2 VRP updated final baseline     

4700 Implementation of standard 
product format 

DLR-IMF Definition of L1 Format refined 
further, nearly finished 

      

http://www.iup.uni-bremen.de/~qwg/SQWG3/
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Open AIs 
 

 

 

PM#- AI# Actionee Action Due Date Status Close Out 
Date 

Close Out Ref. Comment 

AI-
PM2- 

1 DLR 
To check with A. Richter (IUP) for what 
limits of SZA the CHOCHO retrieval is 
valid. 

PM4 c 29.7.2015  

Email G. 
Lichtenberg 
(input for this 
monthly report) 

Max. SZA in the 
IUP data set 80°;  
this SZA cut-off is 
also set for L2V6 

AI-
PM3- 

4 SRON/DLR 
SRON to provide SDMF 3.0 data to 
DLR and check V3.2 for errors; DLR to 
test V3.0 implementation. 

PM4 o   
SRON: email R. 
Snel 29.5.2015 

DLR part missing / 
closeout ref? 

AI-
PM3- 

5 SRON/DLR 
SRON to provide spectral calibration 
coefficients to DLR and DLR to test 
implementation. 

PM4 o   
   

AI-
PM3- 

6 IUP(KB) 
Check results of a pitch constrained fit 
of mispointing angles. 

PM4 o   
  should be finished, 

closeout ref 
missing 

AI-
PM3- 

7 
SRON(RS) 

and IUP(KB) 
Check consistency of IUP and SRON 
implementations of the mirror model. 

PM4 o   
  should be finished, 

closeout ref 
missing 


